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The brain functional mechanisms translating genetic risk 
into emotional symptoms in schizophrenia (SCZ) may 
include abnormal functional integration between areas key 
for emotion processing, such as the amygdala and the lat-
eral prefrontal cortex (LPFC). Indeed, investigation of 
these mechanisms is also complicated by emotion process-
ing comprising different subcomponents and by disease-
associated state variables. Here, our aim was to investigate 
the relationship between risk for SCZ and effective connec-
tivity between the amygdala and the LPFC during different 
subcomponents of emotion processing. Thus, we first char-
acterized with dynamic causal modeling (DCM) physiolog-
ical patterns of LPFC–amygdala effective connectivity in 
healthy controls (HC) during implicit and explicit emotion 
processing. Then, we compared DCM patterns in a subsam-
ple of HC, in patients with SCZ and in healthy siblings of 
patients (SIB), matched for demographics. Finally, we inves-
tigated in HC association of LPFC–amygdala effective 
connectivity with a genome-wide supported variant increas-
ing genetic risk for SCZ and possibly relevant to emotion 
processing (DRD2 rs2514218). In HC, we found that a 
“bottom-up” amygdala-to-LPFC pattern during implicit 
processing and a “top-down” LPFC-to-amygdala pattern 
during explicit processing were the most likely directional 
models of effective connectivity. Differently, implicit emo-
tion processing in SIB, SCZ, and HC homozygous for the 
SCZ risk rs2514218 C allele was associated with decreased 
probability for the “bottom-up” as well as with increased 
probability for the “top-down” model. These findings sug-
gest that task-specific anomaly in the directional flow of 
information or disconnection between the amygdala and the 
LPFC is a good candidate endophenotype of SCZ.
Key words:  endophenotype/DRD2 rs2514218/dynamic 
causal model/implicit emotion processing/explicit 
emotion processing
Introduction
Notwithstanding the well-established link between 
emotional anomalies and SCZ,1 the brain functional 
mechanisms translating genetic risk for this brain dis-
order into these clinical symptoms have not been fully 
characterized yet.2–4 For example, a number of studies 
investigating regional brain activity in patients revealed 
reduced recruitment of the amygdala in response to emo-
tional stimuli,5–7 while others indicated intact or even 
greater recruitment of this brain region.8–10 Furthermore, 
reduced11,12 or greater13 prefrontal cortex activation in 
patients with SCZ compared with healthy controls (HC) 
have been reported during different emotional tasks.
A factor possibly contributing to such inconsistencies 
is that the physiology of emotion processing includes 
different components, which may elicit different and 
complex brain patterns.14,15 For example, a more auto-
matic and intuitive (implicit) processing of emotional 
stimuli appears to be mainly mediated by the amygdala, 
while explicit emotional evaluation prominently engages 
the prefrontal cortex, including its lateral portion.16–19 
Importantly, these brain regions are functionally con-
nected, as indicated previously.20–23 In this regard, animal 
and human studies suggest that different patterns of brain 
functional connectivity as a function of specific subcom-
ponents of emotional processing are likely.24,25 Previous 
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areas during automatic processing of emotional stimuli, 
whereas the direction of the modulation is inverted during 
explicit emotional evaluation or regulation.26 Overall, this 
earlier body of work suggests that it is crucial to investi-
gate the reciprocal functional influence of limbic and cor-
tical regions and how it relates to different components of 
emotion processing. This investigation is key to identify 
putative anomalies in the functional relationship between 
brain regions in SCZ. Consistent with this perspective, 
well credited models have suggested that anomalies in the 
influence of dopamine receptors on NMDAR-mediated 
changes in synaptic efficacy27,28 may subtend altered brain 
functional integration, or “disconnection,” in SCZ.28–34 
Accordingly, previous studies in SCZ reported altered 
functional connectivity between the amygdala and pre-
frontal regions during emotion processing.4,35–39
Another factor possibly leading to the lack of identi-
fication of reproducible and key brain correlates of the 
processing of emotions in SCZ is that brain activity in 
patients may be confounded by state variables, including 
pharmacological treatment and levels of symptoms.40–42 
A strategy to overcome this issue is the study of healthy 
siblings of patients (SIB) with schizophrenia, who share 
on average 50% of genetic variation with probands and 
their brain activity is not affected by state variables. Thus, 
investigation of these individuals is a first step in disam-
biguating if  and how anomalous processing of emotions 
is linked with risk for SCZ. However, only few studies 
have been performed to date using this approach and 
they have reported inconsistent results.40,43–45 In particu-
lar, previous findings in SIB suggest that the functional 
coupling between the amygdala and the cingulate cor-
tex during implicit processing of emotional faces is not 
a trait phenotype of SCZ.40 On the other hand, other 
results obtained with effective connectivity approaches 
in unaffected first-degree SCZ relatives provide opposite 
evidence. For example, a study in adolescent offspring 
of SCZ indicated reduced effective connectivity between 
the amygdala and the prefrontal cortex as measured with 
dynamic causal modeling (DCM).46 Similarly, a more 
recent study38 revealed reduced graph-based connectivity 
during emotional face processing in a subnetwork includ-
ing the limbic and visual cortex as well as the pallidum 
and the thalamus in relatives of SCZ compared with con-
trols. Thus, different functional connectivity approaches 
may lead to inconsistent findings across studies. Overall, 
the paucity and the inconsistency of the results in this 
field call for further investigation.
Another important point is that the investigation of 
anomalies in emotion processing in SIB is only a first step 
in order to identify emotion-related brain endopheno-
types for the disorder. To further support the utility of 
such phenotypes for genetic investigations, another step 
is the study of their relationship with genetic variants 
increasing risk for SCZ. In this regard, it is well known 
that dopamine and the dopaminergic D2 receptor are 
crucial for emotion processing,47–49 modulate physiology 
of the amygdala and the prefrontal cortex,50–52 and have 
been strongly implicated in SCZ.53 Furthermore, varia-
tion within the D2 gene (DRD2) has been associated with 
emotional phenotypes.54 Moreover, the largest genome-
wide association study to date indicated that the C allele 
of a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in close prox-
imity to the D2 coding gene DRD2 (rs2514218 C/T) is 
associated with diagnosis of SCZ,55 and with SCZ-related 
phenotypes.56,57
The aim of this study is to investigate the association 
of familial risk and of a genome-wide supported variant 
increasing risk for SCZ with patterns of brain functional 
effective connectivity during emotional processing. Given 
that inconsistencies of previous reports in SCZ7,10,38,40,46 
may be explained in part by the different components 
involved in emotion processing, we separately investi-
gated implicit and explicit emotional processes. Moreover, 
unlike other recent studies,38 we focused on effective con-
nectivity between the amygdala and the lateral prefron-
tal cortex (LPFC), which are brain regions functionally 
coupled,20–23 modulated by dopamine,50–52 previously 
associated with SCZ,5–7,9–13 and strongly involved in emo-
tion processing.19,58,59 With this aim, we used DCM, which 
is an effective connectivity approach describing how the 
present state of one neuronal population causes dynamics 
in another neuronal population and how this interaction 
changes under the influence of external perturbations (eg, 
experimental manipulations) or brain activity.60 Thus, 
this approach is not affected by the limitations of other 
methodologies addressing brain functional connectivity 
which do not account for directionality, influence, or cau-
sality between interacting regions.61 Therefore, it is well 
suited for unveiling directionality of cortico-limbic con-
nectivity during implicit and explicit emotional processes.
Here, we first investigated patterns of LPFC–amyg-
dala effective connectivity during emotion processing in 
a sample of HC to establish the physiology of these net-
works. Then, we studied the putative modifying effect of 
familial risk for SCZ on effective connectivity patterns. 
Finally, to further support the utility of these pheno-
types for genetic studies, we investigated whether DRD2 
rs2514218 affects dynamics of effective connectivity. 
We hypothesized that effective connectivity between the 
amygdala and the LPFC during emotion processing may 
be modulated by risk for SCZ. In particular, we hypoth-
esized that SCZ and SIB may exhibit a similar alteration 
of physiological models of amygdala–LPFC effective 
connectivity and that DRD2 variation might be associ-
ated with such anomaly.
Materials and Methods
Participants
Two hundred seventeen HC were included in the study 
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connectivity during implicit and explicit processing of 
facial emotions (table 1). Furthermore, 56 of  these HC, 
36 SIB, and 40 SCZ were included to address the rela-
tionship between LPFC–amygdala effective connec-
tivity and familial risk for SCZ in groups with similar 
N and matched demographics. In greater detail, sub-
samples of  HC were iteratively and randomly gener-
ated using Excel from the larger group. Furthermore, 
iterative t-tests were performed on such subsamples 
using Excel in order to compare their demographics 
(ie, handedness, gender, age, socioeconomic status, and 
intelligence quotient) with those of  SCZ and SIB. Such 
iterations were stopped when they provided a subsample 
of  HC in which demographics were matched with those 
of  the other diagnostic groups (all P > .05) (table  1). 
DNA samples were also available for 151 individuals of 
the total sample of  HC. These subjects were genotyped 
for DRD2 rs2514218. After genotyping, there were 
39 subjects with the TT genotype for this SNP, whose 
handedness, gender, age, and socioeconomic status were 
used to randomly identify with the procedures described 
above matched 39 CT and 39 CC individuals (all P > 
.05) (table 1).
All participants were white Caucasians from the region 
of Puglia, Italy. The Structured Clinical Interview for 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
IV was used to confirm diagnosis of SCZ for patients 
and to exclude any psychiatric disorder for SIB and HC. 
All SCZ had been on stable pharmacological treatment 
with first or second generation antipsychotics for at least 
8 weeks before entering the study. Exclusion criteria and 
other details are specified in the supplementary mate-
rial. All subjects provided written informed consent to 
the study after the procedure had been fully explained 
to them. The present study was approved by the local 
Institutional Review Board.
Table 1. Characteristics (Mean ± Standard Error) of the Samples Used in This Study
Characterization of LPFC–amygdala effective connectivity in HC
HC (n = 217)





Hollingshead index 37 (17.3)
IQ 107.7 (16.1)
Effect of familial risk for schizophrenia on LPFC–amygdala effective connectivity
HC (n = 56) SIB (n = 36) SCZ (n = 40) Yates-corrected χ2 P
Age, years 31.4 (10.4) 35.4 (10.1) 33.2 (8.5) NS
Gender, n
 Male 30 13 24 3.42 NS
 Female 26 23 16
Handedness 0.8 (0.4) 0.8 (0.5) 0.8 (0.5) NS
Hollingshead index 29.6 (12.9) 28.6 (15.3) 28.2 (14.4) NS
Premorbid IQ 111 (5.3) 108.8 (8.9) 108.1 (7.8) NS
Chlorpromazine equivalents 536 (249)
PANSS total score 72.7 (15.5)
Association of DRD2 rs2514218 with LPFC–amygdala effective connectivity
CC (n = 39) TC (n = 39) TT (n = 39) Yates-corrected χ2 P
Age, years 27.23 (5.87) 27.18 (8.27) 27.44 (7.84) NS
Gender, n
 Male 20 17 18 <0.001 NS
 Female 19 22 21
Handedness 0.87 (0.41) 0.77 (0.58) 0.87 (0.41) NS
Hollingshead index 39.88 (15.28) 42.63 (16.15) 40.59 (17.61) NS
IQ 108.51 (11.21) 109.95 (10.75) 108.2 (8.24) NS
Note: IQ, Intelligence quotient; HC, healthy controls; SCZ, schizophrenia patients; SIB, unaffected siblings of schizophrenia patients; 
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Genotyping
Subjects were genotyped for DRD2 rs2514218 (see supple-
mentary material). Based on this polymorphism, 39 sub-
jects were TT, 60 CT, and 52 CC. The CC and CT groups 
were downsized to match the TT group as above reported.
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Task
The event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) task15,45,62–64 consisted of 2 runs, each presenting 
angry, fearful, happy and neutral facial expressions from 
a validated set of facial pictures (NimStim, http://www.
macbrain.org/resources.htm).65 During one run (emo-
tional perceptual processing—implicit processing), sub-
jects identified the gender of each face. In the other run 
(explicit emotional evaluation—explicit processing), they 
had to decide if  they would like to “approach” or “avoid” 
the face (supplementary material).
Demographic, Clinical, and Behavioral Data Analysis
ANOVAs and χ2 were used to assess demographic dif-
ferences between groups and to investigate the effect of 
diagnosis and genotype on behavioral data. t-Tests for 
independent samples were used for post hoc analyses.
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Data 
Acquisition and Analysis
Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI was 
acquired on a GE Signa 3T scanner while participants 
performed the task (supplementary material). Analysis of 
the fMRI data was completed using Statistical Parametric 
Mapping 8 (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive 
Neurology) (supplementary material). Voxels associated 
with a main effect of emotion (all emotions vs fixation 
crosshair) in the large sample of HC (family wise error 
voxel-wise corrected P < .05) (see supplementary table 1 
for detailed statistics) were used for time series extraction 
in the DCM analysis (see below).
Effective Connectivity
We used DCM (version 10) as implemented in SPM8 to 
investigate LPFC–amygdala effective connectivity.66 In 
DCM, regional time series derived from a GLM analysis are 
used to analyze connectivity and its modulation by experi-
mental conditions. DCM models hidden neuronal dynam-
ics and the influence that one neuronal system exerts over 
another.66 It allows modeling of the endogenous coupling 
between 2 regions, which is context independent (“intrin-
sic connections”). The impact of experimental stimuli can 
be modeled directly on specific regions (“driving input”) 
or on the strength of coupling between 2 regions (“modu-
latory input”). In DCM, the modeled neuronal dynamics 
are transformed into a measured response—the BOLD 
signal—using a hemodynamic forward model.66
Time Series Extraction. Three brain regions cru-
cially involved in processing of emotional faces20–23 were 
included in the model: the primary visual cortex (V1) 
(as the region of access of visual stimuli), the amyg-
dala, and the LPFC. Regional time series were extracted 
at the single-subject level using a combination of func-
tional and anatomical criteria. In particular, the voxel-
wise FWE corrected results of the GLM, investigating 
the main effect of emotion in the large sample of HC, 
were masked with anatomical regions of interest (ROIs) 
(Brodmann Area 17, amygdala, lateral superior, mid-
dle and inferior frontal gyrus) as defined with the Wake 
Forest University PickAtlas (http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/
cms/software#PickAtlas). Then, the peak of activity 
resulting from this procedure was used as the center of an 
8-mm radius sphere from which the first eigenvariate was 
extracted. Given that all peaks were located in the right 
hemisphere, we focused our analysis in this hemisphere 
only.
Model Space and Selection. The BMS analysis focused 
on the modulation of LPFC–amygdala effective connec-
tivity by contextual stimuli (eg, facial expressions pre-
sented during implicit vs explicit emotional faces task). 
Two models were built assuming bilateral intrinsic con-
nections between V1, the amygdala and the LPFC, as 
well as V1 as the driving input region. These 2 models dif-
fered from each other for the influence of the modulatory 
effects of facial expressions during implicit or explicit 
processing on the connections between the amygdala and 
the LPFC. In our first model (“bottom-up”), the mod-
ulatory input (all faces vs crosshair) impacted the con-
nection from the amygdala to the LPFC. In the second 
model (“top-down”), the modulatory input impacted the 
connection from the LPFC to the amygdala (figure 1).
After model set up, random-effects Bayesian model 
selection (BMS) analyses were performed in order to 
calculate exceedance probabilities (EP) (ie, the probabil-
ity that one model is more likely than another model) in 
each comparison of interest (ie, implicit vs explicit proc-
essing of facial expressions in (1) the total sample of 
HC; (2) the matched samples of HC, SCZ, SIB; and (3) 
DRD2 rs2514218 TT, CT and CC of HC). All the BMS 
analyses were performed for the explicit and implicit run 
separately. In addition, we performed Bayesian model 
averaging (BMA) on the winning model, an alterna-
tive approach that allows for statistical comparison of 
parameters between groups (see supplementary material 
for details of this analysis and results).
Results
Characterization of LPFC–Amygdala Effective 
Connectivity in HC
BMS on the whole sample of  217 HC indicated that the 
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emotion processing. In this model, the modulatory 
effects were set from the amygdala to the LPFC. In 
particular, EP (0.90) of  this model in HC was “pos-
itive” according to a widely used classification,67 while 
EP of the top-down model was “not positive” (0.10).67 
Furthermore, BMS on the explicit run indicated that the 
“top-down” was the winning model in the same sam-
ple of  HC. Here, the modulatory effects were set from 
the LPFC to the amygdala. EP (0.96) of  this model was 
“strong”,67 while EP of the bottom-up model was not 
positive (0.04) (figure 2).
Effect of Familial Risk for SCZ on LPFC–Amygdala 
Effective Connectivity
Further BMS was performed in the matched samples 
of HC, SIB, and SCZ. Results of BMS during implicit 
and explicit processing in HC were consistent with those 
performed in the larger sample. In particular, winning 
models were the “bottom-up” during implicit processing, 
(“bottom-up” EP  =  0.73; “top-down” EP  =  0.27), and 
the “top-down” during explicit processing (“bottom-up” 
EP = 0.33; “top-down” EP = 0.67) (figure 3A).
Differently, BMS results in SCZ revealed that the “top-
down” was the winning model during implicit process-
ing (“bottom-up” EP  =  0.24; “top-down” EP  =  0.76). 
Furthermore, the “top-down” was the winning model 
also during explicit processing (“bottom-up” EP = 0.31; 
“top-down” EP = 0.69) (figure 3A). As in SCZ, findings 
in SIB indicated that the “top-down” was the winning 
model during implicit (“bottom-up” EP  =  0.39; “top-
down” EP = 0.61) and explicit (“bottom-up” EP = 0.39; 
“top-down” EP = 0.61) processing (figure 3A). Overall, in 
both SCZ and SIB during implicit processing there was a 
lower probability for the “bottom-up” compared with the 
“top-down” model.
Behavioral Data
Behavioral data indicated a main effect of  diagnosis on 
reaction time during implicit processing of  facial expres-
sions (mean ± standard deviation: HC = 532.3 ± 122.5; 
SIB = 664.7 ± 127; SCZ = 645.2 ± 115.2) (F2,124 = 16.06, 
P < .001). Post hoc analysis indicated greater reaction 
time in SCZ and SIB compared with HC (P < .001), 
whereas no significant difference was present between 
SCZ and SIB (P > .05). Moreover, there was a diagno-
sis by emotion interaction (F6,378 = 6.12; P < .001) on 
the number of  avoided faces during the explicit task. 
Post hoc analysis revealed that SCZ avoided more 
happy faces and less fearful and angry faces compared 
with both SIB and HC (P < .04). Further details of 
 behavioral data are included in the supplementary 
material.
Association of DRD2 rs2514218 With LPFC–
Amygdala Effective Connectivity
BMS results in TT and CT HC revealed that the “bot-
tom-up” was the winning model during the implicit proc-
essing run (TT = “bottom-up”: 0.83; “top-down”: 0.17; 
CT  =  “bottom-up”: 0.98; “top-down”: 0.02), while the 
“top-down” was the winning model during the explicit 
processing run (TT  =  “bottom-up”: 0.07; “top-down”: 
0.93; CT  =  “top-down”: 0.62; “bottom-up”: 0.38) 
(figure 3B). BMS results in CC HC (who are homozygous 
Fig. 1. Models of effective connectivity tested in the study.
Fig. 2. Graph showing exceedance probability (EP) of the 
“bottom-up” and “top-down” models of effective connectivity 
between the amygdala and the LPFC in HC during implicit 
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for the SCZ risk allele) indicated that the “top-down” 
was the winning model during explicit processing (“bot-
tom-up”: 0.35; “top-down”: 0.65) (figure  3B). On the 
other hand, during implicit processing there was no clear 
winning model, but a slightly lower probability for the 
“bottom-up” compared with the “top-down” model 
in individuals homozygous for the risk C allele (“bot-
tom-up”: 0.47; “top-down”: 0.53) (figure  3B). Finally, 
there was no effect of genotype on behavior during the 
task (all P > .05).
Given these effects of rs2514214, we also explored the 
LPFC–amygdala effective connectivity in the whole sam-
ple of HC, and in a sample of HC matched with SIB and 
SCZ, excluding individuals homozygous for the C allele. 
This investigation did not relevantly change the results 
(supplementary material).
Discussion
Our results indicate abnormal patterns of effective con-
nectivity between the amygdala and the LPFC during 
different subcomponents of emotion processing in SCZ 
and in SIB. Furthermore, HC homozygous for the C 
allele of DRD2 rs2514218, a genome-wide supported 
variant increasing genetic risk for SCZ,55 display simi-
lar functional brain abnormalities. Overall, these find-
ings suggest that familial risk for SCZ is associated with 
anomalous effective connectivity between the LPFC and 
the amygdala especially during implicit processing of 
emotional stimuli. Furthermore, they suggest that a risk 
allele for SCZ confers liability for this brain functional 
abnormality.
The results that we found in SCZ, SIB, and HC homo-
zygous for the C allele of DRD2 rs2514218 should be 
read in light of our findings in the large sample of HC 
that we investigated. Here, the emotional task at hand 
differentially modulated the physiological effective con-
nectivity between the amygdala and the LPFC during 
emotion processing. More in detail, there was a greater 
probability for an amygdala-to-LPFC effective connec-
tivity during implicit, perceptual processing of emotional 
stimuli. On the other hand, explicit emotional evaluation 
was sustained by greater probability for the opposite pat-
tern of effective connectivity between these brain regions. 
A possible interpretation of these findings may be based 
on the known primary role of the amygdala in percep-
tual processing of emotional stimuli57 and of the LPFC 
in the explicit evaluation of emotional stimuli and emo-
tional regulation.19,59 Also, several findings suggest that 
emotional stimuli imply a faster amygdala response com-
pared to those of associative cortices, such as the LPFC.68 
Thus, it is possible that the amygdala acts as a first func-
tional node in the processing of emotional information 
conveyed by our task involving implicit, perceptual proc-
essing. Then, the amygdala may send relevant inputs 
to the LPFC that exerts a role in integrating emotional 
Fig. 3. Graphs showing (A) exceedance probability (EP) of the “bottom-up” and “top-down” models of effective connectivity between 
the amygdala and the LPFC in matched samples of HC, SCZ, and SIB. (B) Exceedance probability (EP) of the “bottom-up” and “top-
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information in a more general context of information 
processing, as previously suggested.69 Differently, the 
explicit emotional part of our task needs integration 
of emotional regulation, social and cognitive functions, 
which are more supported by the LPFC according to 
previous literature.17,19,59,69 Thus, a task-mediated flow of 
information from the LPFC to the amygdala may con-
tribute to modulate more automatic responses sustained 
by the latter brain region when regulatory processes 
based on social and/or cognitive evaluation of emotional 
stimuli are required.
Our results indicate that effective connectivity is dys-
functional in both SCZ and in SIB. In greater detail, in 
both these groups of individuals the “top-down” model 
is more likely than the “bottom-up” model during both 
implicit and explicit emotion processing. Given that 
HC had the “bottom-up” as the winning model during 
implicit processing and the “top-down” as the winning 
model during explicit processing, these results indicate 
that the probability for a physiological model of effective 
connectivity in SCZ and SIB during implicit processing 
of emotional stimuli is not preserved. These findings sug-
gest a task-specific breakdown of the physiological flow 
of information between the amygdala and the LPFC in 
SCZ. Importantly, they also suggest that the abnormal 
pattern of effective connectivity during implicit emo-
tion processing is a crucial phenotype of SCZ and that 
it is associated with familial risk for the disorder, rather 
than with specific state variables, including pharmaco-
logical treatment and levels of symptoms. In this regard, 
these results are in line with models proposing altered 
brain functional integration as a key pathophysiologi-
cal mechanism for SCZ,28,30–34 and consistent with stud-
ies reporting anomalous functional coupling between the 
amygdala and prefrontal regions in SCZ and in subjects 
at greater risk for this disorder.4,35–38,46,70,71 Furthermore, 
they converge with recent evidence indicating a decrease 
of the amygdala-to-LPFC effective connectivity during 
implicit emotion processing in SCZ compared to con-
trols,39 and are consistent with the view that this anomaly 
may subtend an inability to properly evaluate and/or reg-
ulate emotional inputs at the frontal level.39 Interestingly, 
a well-credited model of SCZ proposes that symptoms 
of this brain disorder may be explained by the abnormal 
attribution of emotional salience to irrelevant stimuli,70,71 
which is also consistent with our findings.
Intriguingly, we also found in HC a similar between-
group modulation of LPFC–amygdala effective connec-
tivity by DRD2 rs2514218, which has been associated 
with diagnosis of SCZ in the largest genome wide asso-
ciation study to date.55 Here, the alteration of patterns 
of effective connectivity in HC homozygous for the SCZ 
risk C allele was similar to those present in SIB and in 
SCZ. As in SCZ and SIB, we found that the physiological 
pattern of amygdala/LPFC effective connectivity in CC 
HC is altered during implicit emotion processing, such 
that there was no winning model in this genotype group. 
On the other hand, the T allele predicted the physiolog-
ical model of effective connectivity between these brain 
regions. Thus, these results are consistent with the likely 
involvement of D2 signaling in SCZ and with its rele-
vance for emotion processing.54 Moreover, they are also 
consistent with the above-mentioned model postulating 
abnormal attribution of emotional salience to irrelevant 
stimuli in SCZ,72 for which a dopaminergic dysregulation 
is key.72 More in general, they support the use of effec-
tive connectivity during emotion processing for genetic 
investigations aimed at identifying true endophenotypes 
for the disease.
Importantly, the effect of rs2514218 on molecular 
phenotypes related to D2 receptor is still not clear. For 
instance, a recent study57 did not find any detectable rela-
tionship between this polymorphism and DRD2 expres-
sion levels, suggesting that the molecular mechanisms of 
the present findings should be further investigated. On 
the other hand, recent work has found association of 
rs2514218 with striatal function in SIB,57 as well as with 
response to antipsychotic treatment in patients,56 sup-
porting the relevance of this SNP for correlates of SCZ. 
However, in these previous studies heterozygous and 
homozygous individuals were collapsed in one group of 
C or T carriers to investigate genotype effects. This strat-
egy does not allow to verify consistency of these previous 
findings with ours when considering the model of genetic 
association of rs2514218 with SCZ-related phenotypes.
Some potential limitations should be considered in 
this study. First, the moderately high level of premorbid 
functioning of the SCZ patients could limit the general-
izability of the findings to other SCZ patients. Second, 
we used a relatively slow repetition time during fMRI 
acquisition compared with those attainable with multi-
band methods. This limitation prevented us to obtain a 
lower temporal resolution. Third, DCM analysis did not 
allow us to consider in the statistical design physiologi-
cal covariates. This limitation prevented us to completely 
over-ride these possible sources of noise. However, our 
investigation of temporal signal-to-noise ratio (see sup-
plementary material) suggests that these physiological 
parameters do not strongly affect our results. Fourth, the 
design of the experiment did not allow us to directly com-
pare implicit vs explicit models of effective connectivity. 
However, this comparison was not the major aim of our 
study, while our purpose was to investigate modulation 
of effective connectivity during different emotional pro-
cesses as a function of risk for SCZ and of rs2514218 
genotype. Fifth, the fixation crosshair used as a baseline 
in this study does not allow us to control for the activ-
ity or connectivity related to visual complexity, cognitive 
demand, and motor response of the emotional stimuli. 
However, it controls for activity or connectivity related 
to basic body functions (eg, breath, basic vision, space 
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preserving detection of brain connectivity during emo-
tion processing. This approach may overcome some of 
the limitations associated with other baseline strategies 
and is consistent with the method used in several previous 
studies.14 Sixth, our model specification is a simplification 
of the complex brain network sustaining emotion proc-
essing and we may not exclude the putative relevance of 
other brain nodes or other possible model specifications 
in the context of our work. However, we focused our 
analyses on brain regions involved in emotion process-
ing, consistently associated with SCZ and modulated by 
dopamine signaling. Finally, we focused on association 
of effective connectivity during emotion processing with 
a single genetic variation when SCZ is very likely associ-
ated with polygenic risk. This strategy does not allow a 
full understanding of the relationship between effective 
connectivity during emotion processing and the genetics 
of SCZ. On the other hand, we investigated association 
of rs2514218 with LPFC–amygdala effective connectiv-
ity to further support the utility of this phenotype for 
genetic studies relevant to SCZ.
In conclusion, our results suggest that altered LPFC–
amygdala effective connectivity during emotion process-
ing is a crucial correlate of SCZ, which may be further 
investigated as a promising candidate endophenotype for 
this brain disorder. In this regard, further studies should 
address the relationship between effective connectivity 
during emotion processing and polygenic scores indexing 
genetic risk for SCZ. Such investigation might shed more 
light on the pathophysiological underpinnings of emo-
tional dysfunction of this brain disorder.
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Supplementary data are available at Schizophrenia 
Bulletin online.
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